
                                                                                                  

                                                                                                   

 

What do you ThInK?

  
In this series named “What do you ThInK?” we challenge you to find and solve 

errors. 

  

Nr. 6 – Unsymmetrical stress results in a model. 

 

                
 

Situation: 

 

Bracket is meshed with 2d shell elements. Automatic method of 2d mesh has been used to create 

elements (Automesh).

All the properties 

holes and bending load has been applied on horizontal face of the bracket.

 

Displacement plot

Displacement : 9.149mm 

 

As the Bracket is symmetric along one plane and boundary condition is also symmetric .In the above 

picture the user observes that the stress is high at one hole which is not l

 

What do you ThInK? 

What’s wrong? Why are the stresses not symmet

Find a likely answer below
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Bracket is meshed with 2d shell elements. Automatic method of 2d mesh has been used to create 

and materials are defined and assigned correctly, bracket is constrained along 

holes and bending load has been applied on horizontal face of the bracket.
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Bracket is meshed with 2d shell elements. Automatic method of 2d mesh has been used to create 

and materials are defined and assigned correctly, bracket is constrained along 

holes and bending load has been applied on horizontal face of the bracket. 

Vonmises Stress : 500 N/mm2          

 

As the Bracket is symmetric along one plane and boundary condition is also symmetric .In the above 

picture the user observes that the stress is high at one hole which is not logical in real life.
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Nr. 6 -Meshing for symmetric structures should be symmetric otherwise analysis would show un

symmetric results.

 

If the part is having

this model create washer split near the holes and keep even number of elements around each hole.

    
 

 

It is important to use quad elements 

changes, we see that the stresses are symmetric as expected/validated by experiment. 

 

Displacement plot

Displacement : 15.52mm
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It is important to use quad elements as well,

changes, we see that the stresses are symmetric as expected/validated by experiment. 

                                                        

                                            

                                                                                                  

Meshing for symmetric structures should be symmetric otherwise analysis would show un
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this model create washer split near the holes and keep even number of elements around each hole.

                     

, in the washers around holes for best results. With these 

changes, we see that the stresses are symmetric as expected/validated by experiment. 
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